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FIRST SEMESTER

EXAMINATION RESULTS

Results of First Semester ExamEven-Play Game Won By College
Year 1928"Neverslips" By 2-1 Score. Eifert, inations of the Scholastic
Baetz and Imrie Star For College. -1929.
The results of the first semester
by the
A victory for the College? You examinations as published
bet! At any rate, that is what it Registrar are as follows:
(A, 75-100 per cent; B, 66-74; C,
looked like when Baetz tried a
Howtricky back hand snap-shot.
60-65; D, 50-59; E, 40-49,^ entitles
ever, Dahmer, goalie for St. John's, a student to a re-examination. The
listing of
made a nice save. Then Heer got numbers refer to the
the puck and broke through, but courses in the College Announcewas checked by Shelley. Knapp be- ment. Only the courses in which
gan to warm up, but with Eifert a student has secured credit or a
keeping a close watch he was soon re-examination are listed. The rechecked. The College was playing sults in the various classes are listed
vonderful combination. This alone in the order of merit.
Senior Class
gave them the edge over the LuthWagner, T., English 34, A; Engerans. Both goalies stopped many
sure shots, otherwise the score lish 40, A; English 41, B; German
would have run up considerably in 40, A; History 25, A; History 43a,
the first few minutes. Baetz and B; Philosophy 40, A; Hagey, L.,
Heer made a scramble for the puck English 41, A; French 30, C; French
with the result that Baetz was pen- 37, B; History 43a, B; History 45a,
Continued on Page 5
A; Philosophy 40, A; Mehlenbacher,
A., English, 34, C; English 40, C;
English 41, B; History 45a, C; Philosophy 40, C; Roberts, G., English
41, C; French 30, D; French 37, C;
History 45a, B;
History 43a, C;
C;
Herbert, J., EngPhilosophy 40,
lish 34, C; English 40, D; English
41, D; German 30, C; Latin 20, D;
Recently Elected Officers Assume History 43a, C; History 45a, B;
Duties With The Next Issue. Lloyd Philosophy 39, A; Philosophy 40, C;
Schaus, '30, Editor-in-Chief.
Religious Knowledge, 39, B; Herbert,
A., English 34, C; English 40, D;
The College Cord staff held its
41, D; German 30, C; HisEnglish
annual meeting for the election of
43a,
C; History 45a, C; Philtory
Dfficers on Tuesday, Jan. 29. Lloyd
40,
C; Religious Knowledge
osophy
Schaus, the present Sports Editor,
39,
B.
Julius
was chosen Editor-in-Chief.
Junior Class
Brantford,
from
Neff, a late arrival
English 30, A; French
Schaus,
L.,
was elected to the position of Sports
C; French 37, B; German 30, A;
Editor vacated by Mr. Schaus. Wal- 30,
Greek 10, A; History 31, A; Latin
ter Goos is Associate Editor and
Philosophy
Fred Goos is Assistant Editor and 30, B; Philosophy 30. A;
English
Koerber,
W.,
30, A;
39,
A;
with
the
Mr. Schaus on
will work
37,
B;
French
30,
C;
French
German
Buehlow
will
editorial staff. Arthur
History 25, A; History 31, A;
look after the financial end as 20, A;
21, A; Philosophy 30, A;
Philosophy
Business Manager, Walter Koerber
Philosophy
39, A; Goos, W., English,
has accepted the duties of CirculaEnglish
30,
A;
34. A: German 30, A;
tion Manager along with Ernst

Waterloo College Plans Twin City endowments as the present financial
Canvass For Endowment Funds; standing
of the institution will not
What College Offers Public.
allow for such expansion. He explained that the authorities of the
Sympathetic support for Waterloo
college are now planning a campaign
College from the city council of
for endowment funds to be solicited
Kitchener was sought at the meetin Kitchener and Waterloo and he
ing of the finance committee Thursasked that the council pass a resoday night, January 31, by Rev. E.
lution giving sympathetic endorsaNeudoerffer, who addressed the altion to this campaign. He also asked
dermen on the subject of college that a grant
be donated by the city
extension. Mr. Neudoerffer explain- if possible.
ed the aims and objects of Waterloo
After hearing Rev. Neudoerffer the.
College stressing the difference be- committee referred the matter of
tween the college and the seminary the grant to the estimates committee
and pointing out that while the lat- and appointed Mayor Clement and
ter's object is theological training, Aid. Schneider as a committee to
the college is an institution of gendraft a suitable resolution for preseral learning and attended by young entation to city
council on Monday
men of all denominations. The col- night.
lege, he stated, is not denominational
in its outlook but purely educational.
He asked that the city council en-,
dorse a city-wide campaign which
Solitary confinement is something
the college authorities are about to
inaugurate in order to secure the not to be treated lightly. I know, for
necessary endowments to widen the I have suffered its consequences.
scope of the institution's curriculum. Alone, all alone, not allowed to
In his opening remarks the speak- breath the clear and pure air of the
er stated that whenever Waterloo great outside. Not allowed to feel
College is mentioned there seems the warmth of the sun. Not allowto be a general misunderstanding ed to inhale the invigorating, frosty
created with the result that the air of this beautiful weather; to feel
college and the seminary are con- the tinge of vitality surging through
fused. They are two separate in- my veins.
Even as I write I am confined,
stitutions. The seminary is an institution representative of the Luth- a solitary, disconsolate and weakeneran Church while the college is ed figure, longing "for the sound of
representative of the community. the chirping sparrows, the feel of
Students of any denomination are the crunching snow under my feet,
welcomed and he was happy to say the sight of the bright sun in all
that out of the student body a great its glory. But alas, I am confined,
many of the students were adherents suffering an almost unbearable punishment, a penalty fit only for those
of various Christian sects.
After explaining the objectives of in my plight, I bow my head in sorthe college from the standpoint of row as I write. Truly I deserve it,
educational development, he stated but after so long I wonder if it is
that the present weakness of the justice, I curse the law and its coninstitution consists in its lack of finement, but to no avail.
Perhaps it is better for humanity Schroeder as assistant. They have
classical, mathematical and scienI am imprisoned, held back promised a i-eform in this departthat
tific courses in the junior and senior
from
all social functions, restrained ment and have even gone so far as
years. The graduates are purely
seeing my friends, unable to to make plans for an investigation
from
from the B. A. course and are not
speak
to anyone. Oh! why should I of the postal authorities to discover
graduated in mathematics, science
what becomes of a large number of
or the classics. The graduates are suffer thus?
think,
merit
I do
But yes, when I
our papers. Harold Crouse takes
from the English literature departbe
over the work of Advertising Manment. This, he stated, should be it, it is a lesson. Sometime I'll
changed so that students can be free and I'll remember this. It will ager with Hubert Casselman as his
graduated from the other essential help me to lead, in the future, a assistant.
courses. The staff is not large clean and wholesome life, void of me admonish you, I hope my efforts
enough at present to allow for this any contamination.
shall not be in vain, never get the
Ah, let me warn you, you who are
and in order to expand in this direcMUMPS.
tion it is necessary to have further now free as the bountiful air, let

SOLITARY CONFINEMENT

Cord

HERE THEY ARE,
ANNUAL ELECTIONS
FOR "CORD" STAFF

(Continued

on Page 7)

QUESTIONAIRE

!
:

1.

What

causes

fog

and

clouds?
2. How is dew and frost form-

ed?
3. What is the theory of the
formation of rain, snow and
hail?
Continued on Page 8.
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Published biweekly by the students of Waterloo College, Waterloo
Ontario; subscription 75 cents a year, single copies five cents.
Editor-in-chief
Business Manager

Geo. W. Roberts '29
H. Louis Hagey '29

CORD

Concords
Oratorical Contest
The preliminary contest, at which
fivf students will be selected to compete in the finals in April, will be
held on Thursday, February 28 at

EDITORIAL STAFF
BUSINESS STAFF
Associated Editor—Walter Goos '29 Advertising Mgr.—Harry Weir '29
p. m.
Ass't. Editors—Arthur Buehlow '30 Circulation Mgr.—John Herbert '29 3.00
Every student who wishes to comHarold C'rouse '30 Ass't. Circu. Mgr.—Lloyd Schaus '30
pete must hand to the Dean his
name and the subject on which he
Ernst Schroeder '31,
Reporters—Hubert Casselman '31,
will speak, before Feb. 1.
Faculty Adviser
Dean W. C. Froats
The contest is open to all students
of the College.

The Editors Chair
The sooner certain professors escape from the
archaic idea that students should write seven
sermons on seven questions in the three hour
examination time alloted the better it will be for both parties concerned. This is the age of speed with conciseness as a necessary
Descartean attribute. If professors expect a student to write
everything he knows on the subject or at least everything he has
learned from the prescribed text book then ask the general question—immediately the student will write what Robinson, Cross,
Tilley or Johnson think.* But, on the other hand, when professors ask what students realize as particular questions and manuscripts are expected, just at this point students and professors
are on the "outs."

One Or Two
Thoughts

After all, the professors are teaching so that the students can

take their respective places among the leaders of the world. Therefore of what use is all this petty information. Facts are what the
student wants and facts are what he must get if the graduate
is to take up his elected vocation and make a success of it.
How
long will the ordinary or extraordinary General Arts student remember whether Dante had trouble getting into the city of Dis
during his trip to the Lower Regions or whether he rode in with
ease on one of those long-eared ancient miniature horses.
Therefore if both groups in question, especially the higher
dignitaries, will meditate on the foregoing thoughts and act accordingly we deem it practically a concluded fact that both will
have a greater repertoire of useful knowledge.

Members '29
Retire

Preston Skating Party
was received from the
letter
A
Corresponding Secretary of the Preston Luther League inviting all the
students of the institution to a skating party to be held at the Preston
Arena Monday, Feb. 11 at 8 p. m.
Adequate refreshments will be provided by the social committees of
the various leagues. Therefore the
society may be assured of a large
turn-out from the college.

TRY EASTON
for your next hair
cut and shave.
52 King South, Waterloo
"In the Hub"

Wm. Henderson
and Sons
WHITE

m
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BROWN
RYE

is the best baked in the TwinCity. Pure that's sure.

Phone 31 7.

Waterloo

College Cord Banquet

The members of the College Cord
staff will banquet at "Hermie"
Wagner's on Tuesday, February 5,
it was decided at a recent meeting.
All members were agreeable so a
full turn-out is expected. Dean
Froats will chaperon the boys.
Let Us Weep Together
From a glance at the grades recently attained by the students in
the examinations one would say
that either the student wisdom has
deteriorated or there has been a
shake-up in the marking system. The
Concorder hates to say which but
all evidence points to the latter. Formerly the student could diligently
study the prescribed work and pass
his exam but now the student has
also to take into consideration the
various moods of the professors.
Men, if you have stepped on a professor's toes, you're sunk or you
may become a floating derelict.
"The living teacher makes the
text-book only the thread of what
he gives his students."

With this issue the members of the class of '29
retire from the Cord staff. Their activities in
connection with the paper cease. But should "COLLEGE CORD" BIRTHDAY
they cease? They are leaving the school. Their paths which Another year of the "College
have hitherto run somewhat closely together, will gradually tend to Cord" has passed. Whether it has
run farther and farther apart. There is one connection, how- been a successful year or not we will
ever, between the school and also between the former members allow you your own judgment. As
the youth
into manhood the
of our various classes. This bond is the College Cord. It will amount of grows
knowledge that he can
always keep us in close contact with our school, and our class- impart is heightened. As the "Colmates who have gone out into the world. These men are retiring lege Cord" leaves the years behind.
from the staff, but there is a spark of loyalty in their hearts for improvements in the news items and
of presentation are noted.
their old paper, and as they go out from the school their in- style
The retiring officers have done
fluence in "Cord" circles will be felt as much as when they were considerable work for the College
present in body. The law of life demands a coming and a going. paper. That they haven't done their
Those who are going throw their mantle to us who are left and best they will admit. Experience
bid us carry on what they have so nobly started. We who are shows them a wider field and now it
is up to them to present their imleft wish them Godspeed in their undertakings, and say, not "good- provement
to the future staff.
bye," but farewell. We will hear from you again.
Carry on, men! Carry on.

Special Fitting

Service
At

J. RAHN & CO.
'fewest

Mode in high
Footwear

grade

10% discount to All Students
Phone 2905W

Evenings by
Appointment

DR. C. E. STOLTZ

DENTIST
33 King St. E., Woolworth Block.
Kitchener

The Home Of Recreation
Smokers' Supplies,
Refreshments.
Daily and Weekly Papers
50 King St. S.
Waterloo
P. H. Hasenpflug, Prop.

Been In Yet??

HOOPER'S

Sandwich Shoppe
Open

Close
7.30 a.m.
12 p.m.
12 Ontario St. S., Kitchener.
Just Around The Corner.
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A COLLEGE SCHOOL

News

who up to then has nourished a

CONTENTMENT

with these.
—Earle C. Shelley.

Review of Novels
"THE PLAINS OF ABRAHAM"

By
James Oliver Curwood

Curwood's latest addition to his
lengthy library is something different from the usual run of his novels.
True there is the strong virile manhood and the exquisite wildness of
God's country. But there is a factor above and beyond these. His
intense love of nature in all its sublime grandeur finds expression in
portions of this book which rival
those of Louis Hemon's "Marie
Chapdelaine."
As he states he is not a historian
but a novelist yet weaving in and
out we find history of the most tense
and tragic period of New France.
"The Plains of Abraham" is a historical continuation of his other
novel "The Black Hunter." Jeems
and Toinette scarcely more than
children find themselves hurled into the greatest tragedy of history—
the fall of New France. Jeems, a
son of French and English parentage, is torn between conflicting desires. On one hand there is the influence of his uncle Hepsibah with
his rustic philosophy of life, on the
other is the love for his father, a
French habitant. Then comes the
Pitiless attack of the Senecas, the
destruction of Tonteur Manor and

the

flight

of Jeems with

Toinette

GUY

Chain RED & WHITE Store
I see a man strut through a jam

con-

temptuous dislike for Jeems.
To be content my fondest hope
Of their capture and captivity in
Is but to sit awhile and dream
the Hidden City of the Senecas CurBeside
some gently murmuring wood has made a dramatic love
stream
story. Then comes the separation
That softly purls by wooded slope. and years of wandering. The interest is sustained until the end
To let my thoughts while thus I res f when after Wolfe's memorable vicBe carried far amongst the clouds, tory at Quebec the two lovers are
Away from all the bustling crowds
reconciled.
And weariness that they suggest.
Curwood pictures the warlike
Senecas
as men who like other huTo let my thoughts but roam awhile
mans,
have
a noble side of characAmidst my castles built in Spain,
ter
which
however
has been supTo live a moment once again
pressed through centuries of contact
In far-off things that bring a smile.
with the riff-raff of European civilTo travel o'er this busy world
ization. Curwood says "The Indian
Adventure-bound for love or gold,
was the greatest of all friends, the
of
old
greatest of all patriots, the greatest
To play again at knights
Or as a prince with flag unfurled. of all lovers of his country. Despoiled, subjugated, annihilated, he died
All these and many others too
a savage."
Would pass so swiftly through my
The Plains of Abraham is both a
mind,
social, historical and literary conYet I in one or more would find
tribution to the literature of this
Much sought contentment through
oontinent and will be acclaimed as
and through.
the masterpiece of its author.
While all about me in the trees
And all throughout the shaded nooks,
TWENTY QUESTIONS

The whispering birds and babbling
brooks
Would keep my thoughts in tune

3

(Answers On Page 6)
1. Who is generally credited with
the invention of the steam engine?
2. What is the title of the poem
which beings: "The boy stood on
the burning deck"? Who wrote it?
3. What great marine disaster occurred in 1912?
4. Who wrote The Lays of Ancient Rome?
5. What is called the City of Magnificent Distances?
6. In what country are the state
and the city of Pernambuco?
7. What was the name of Othello's

in a hall,
Take a seat with the speaker and
chat with them all,
"Is this Albert?" I ask, "that the

crowd he defies?"
"No," says someone, "he's one of
the College School guys."

15. Where is Mount Ararat?
16. Give the next line after: '"Mid
pleasures and palaces though we
may roam."
17. What is the title of an earl's

wife?
18. What metal is used to back
glass in making mirrors?
19. Who headed the group of three
who, in early Roman times, successfully defended a bridge against the
Etruscan army?

20. What German statesman was
called the Iron

Chancellor?

Canned Vegetables and Fruits
for Quality

I see a man pushing his way
the lines
Of the cops, where a fire brightly
glitters and shines,
"Chief Koerber?" I ask, but the
janitor replies,
"Oh no, why—that's one of those
College School guys."

—

■

■

through

I see a man start on the trail of

a crook,
And he scorns all assistance but
brings him to brook,
"Mr. Schaus?" I inquire, someone
scornfully cries—
"Schaus? No, he's just one of
those College School guys."

I see a man walk through the
door of a show,
Where great throngs are blocked
by the sign S. R. O.
"Is this Crouse himself that no
ticket he buys?"
"Well, hardly, he's one of those
College School guys."

DOERSAM'S
BOOKSTORE
See our WxMpaper from 10c
to 51.25 a roll. Stop in and see it
before papering that next room.

door,
And the sign, No Admittance, completely ignore,
"Is he Hagey that privacy's right
he denies?"
"Hagey? Shucks!
It's just one
of the College School guys."
And some day I'll walk
great streets of gold,

by the

None Better!
Sold tty

E. J. DUNBROOK
Agent* in Kitchener

Phone 252

Waterloo

FRANK'S
for

Diamonds
W. P. FRANK
Jeweller

I see a man knock on a President's

ASTORIA AND HART SHOES
FOR YOUNG MEN

bers?

Serv- Us
■

And see a man enter unquestioned
and bold,
"A college student?" I'll enquire,
and the grads will reply,
wife?
"Well, I should say not, he's a
8. What is the literal meaning of
College School guy."
"table d'hote"?
G. W. Orth.
9. According to the Bible what
was Judas paid for betraying Jesus?
10. What is the highest mountain
in the world?
11. What bird, in the Middle Ages,
was trained to hunt other birds and
small animals?
12. What is meant by Davy Jone's

locker?
13. What is a regicide?
14. What is the name of the church
of which the Mormons are mem-

W. E. PREISS, Prop.
Phone 205
Waterloo

14 King St. S.

Phone 58.

Waterloo

We Save Yon Money
On

House Furnishings
N. H. LETTER
Furniture Dealer
and

Funeral Director,
WATERLOO.

PARTICULAR
EOPLE

REFER

JANSEN GLASSES

Jansen Optical Co.
10 Frederick St.

Phone 853

WALL PAPER
A New Department on Our Second Floor.
See the very latest in New Spring Designs,
prices from 8c to $1.00 per roll.

J. C. JAIMET & CO. Limited

Phone 850

Books, Stationery, Office Supplies.

■
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COLLEGE "NEVERSLIPS"
DEFEAT ST. PAUL'S
IN INITIAL GAME
Lutheran Hockey Club Opens Season On Jan. 24. College And St.
Peter's Score Victories.
The first game of the Lutheran
Church Hockey League, was played

"Sliditorium" on
when
Thursday evening, the 24th,
the College "Neverslips" handed an
eye opener to St. Paul's, easily
trouncing them by a score of 6-3. The
game was fast, and also interesting
when the players began to use rugby
tactics.
at the College

The first five minutes of the
game proved greatly encouraging to
the visitors, as they were easily able
to centre their attack around the
College goal. But Imrie, our goalkeeper, was always wide awake and
made several wonderful saves. m A
lone rush by Eifert quickly turned
the tables and from then on, the
"Neverslips" were able to keep the
puck in the region of the visitors'
goal. Duenick, the goal keeper of
St. Pauls, played a good game, and
saved many hard shots. Runke and
Harlock tried several long shots, but
Imrie was always watching. The
"Neverslips"
again regained
the
puck, but a long shot by
Shelley
lodged it in the snow on the other

side of the boards. Baetz and Shantz
played some nice combination, and
when past the defence line, Shantz
scored the first goal of the evening.
After many attempts on both sides
the bell rang. The score stood 1-0
in favour of the Neverslips at the

.

end of the first period.
The second period opened with
several long shots on the St. Paul's
goal, but without success.
Witzel
passed to Baetz and Baetz shoved
the little rubber disc past the goal
keeper. St. Pauls, not to be outdone
made a three man attack on our defence and after drawing Imrie out
of the goal, Schumaker scored on a
neat pass from Harlock. Both sides
now began to show real life and several penalties were handed out. During a scramble in front of St. Paul's
net, the puck again found its way
behind the goalie. The "Neverslips"
were now well in the lead. Schroeder took the puck up the ice and passed to Emms who added another
tally to our card, but after a lengthy
decision it was decided to drop this
goal as it was thought to be offside.
The game still continued rough on
both sides. Witzel after a brilliant
display of stickhandling, scored another goal a few minutes before the
end of the second period. The score
now stood 4-1 favour of the College.
The last period started fast and
furious but the "Neverslips" were
unable to score. St. Paul's with a
three man offensive broke through
the line and scored another point.
When another "merry mixup" oc
curred in front of St. Paul's goal,

Witzel again succeeded in shoving
the "pill" through.
The visitors
showed signs of depression but still
had much of their fighting spirit left
according to the way they handled
our defencemen. The "Neverslips"
closed in again, after much dillydallying, but the goalie sat on the
puck;'

after some good stickhandling

and combination St. Paul's were able
to get past our defencemen and
scored their last goal. Eifert however, followed their example and
making a lone rush easily placed
the puck in the net. This was perhaps the most brilliant play of the
evening and was also the last goal.
St. Paul's now played a defensive
game and tried many long shots, but
Imrie was prepared to meet each
one. When the bell rang the score
stood 6-3 in favour of the College.
Line-up—
St. Paul's —Centre, Runke; wings,

Harlock, Uerchenratter;
defense,
Shoemaker, Wolfenberg; goalkeeper,
Duenich; subs, Orzen, Israel.
"Neverslips" — Centre,
Baetz;
wings, Schantz, Shelley; defense,
Witzel, Eifert; goalkeeper, Imrie;
subs, Schroeder, Little, Enns.

A SNOW STORM
Though some poets can derive inspiration from an innocent looking
snow flake they can not depict the
fury that accompanies these crystaline forms. They sometimes bring
the most uncomfort that human man
ever experience.
Snow storms come so that the
people can appreciate the good
weather. They usually come out of
the stillness of the night and in the
morning" the snowflakes are lodged
on the pillow or any other place.
Where the storms go to is one of the
greatest problems of the human
race. The wind is so furious that it
would blow the eyes out of a persons shoes. It can play to the tune
of the bagpipes on the window shutters or resound the sweet notes of
the sirene or the fog horns of the
Ford cars.
One great result of the storm is
the distorted face of the professor.
A very confident man whose false
teeth became frozen to his jaw used
some language which sounded like
the Hebrew alphabet backwards.
What a small item is a snow-storm
to the storm of married life when all
the household contents go directly for
your head and your neok becomes
twisted like a cork-screw in your efforts to dodge them. But out of
every storm there comes a calm
whereof we know not.
Boy:

"No, Mister, I don't want to

trout."
Fisherman: "Just let me measure
him, so I can say truthfully how big
the trout was that got away from
sell this

me."
Man may be inferior, but he won't
pay $25 for a $1.98 hat just because
the clerk says it's perfectly precious.

CORD

Bibles, Prayer Books and Hymn Books
Stationery and Leather Goods,
Parker Duof old and Watermans
Fountain Pens.

Lutheran Book Room
of Canada
Klemann
Kitchener

8 King St. East

W.
Ritz's
Drug Store
Next To

KLAEHN'S
CASH

MEAT

AND CARRY

MARKET

BUY HERE AND SAVE MORE
FRESH AND SMOKED MEATS GAME AND FISH IN SEASON

92 King St. S.

Ph. 211

WATERLOO

Jfaterlnn CUollrgr
In Affiliation with iht University of Western Ontario
Aa an affiliated College of the University of Western Ontario,
WATERLOO COLLEGE offers a General Arts Course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
WATERLOO COLLEGE aims to develop Christian men. The
prevailing influences are such as tend not only to develop the
greatest possible individuality and the highest manhood of the
student, but also lead young men to a full realization of their personal responsibilities and to fit them for worthy lives of useful
service.
For further information apply to:PROF. R. J. E. HIRTLE, M.Sc, Registrar.
Waterloo College, Waterloo Ontario.

Phone 260

CONRAD

BROS.

Waterloo, Ont

Hardware, Plumbing Heating, Fancy Chlnaware and Ordinary
Dinner Seta a Specialty. Estimates for Hot Water, Steam or Warm
Air Heating cheerfully given.

BUSY BEE

Dainty Light Lunches, Ice Cream and Homemade Candy.
Kitchener.
42 King St. E.
H. F. DELION.

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE
IS ARRIVING DAILY AT WATERLOO'S CORNER STORE.

BRICKER-GERMAN CO. LIMITED, Waterloo
SHOP IN WATERLOO.

HARDWARE, TIN AND GRANITWARE
Moore's 100% Pure Paint Utilac, The Four Hour Enamel Japa-lac, Shellacs and Varnish.

GUTTA PERCHA TIRES
Pure Gum Cushioned, The Best Tire Made In The Dominion of
Canada.

BOTTOM PRICES

POTTER HARDWARE
KITCHENER
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SPORTS

L. R. Detenbeck
COLLEGE BASKETEERS
DEFEATED BY GALT
IN CLOSE GAME

College Leads League

SPORT DOPE
By
A. WHISPER

Galt Comes From Behind And Wins

By 7 Points.

In one of their most closely contested games played in the intermediate 0.A.8.A. series Saturday,
Jan. 19, Waterloo College was defeated at the Gait "V" by the score
of 33-26. Gait had to fight hard for
a win, and the game was in doubt

until the final whistle blew. Klinck
the regular forward was missing
from the College line up, and his
place was taken by Buehlow,
who
Although
a
consistent
played
game.
L. Hagey the scoring ace of the
College team was closely guarded,
he managed to score 13 of the team's
points. Good combination was shown
by both teams, with good results.
The game was fast and at times almost seemed to get beyond the control of the referee. Fouls played an
important part in the game, the College scoring nine points on fouls.

I The

College open air arena is bea centre of attraction as all
the Lutheran Hockey League games
are being played there. At times
the weather-man is not agreeable so
that the games scheduled for the
first night had to be postponed. The
games which were to be played on
Tues., Jan. 22, were played the folcoming

lowing Thursday.

St. Peter's hockeyists "broke the
ice" by defeating St. John's by a
score of 3-2.
Even after playing over time for
ten minutes last Tuesday St. Peter's
and St. Paul's failed to break the

tie of 2-2.

The game between St. John's and
Waterloo College was a hectic struggle from beginning to end. At no
time was either team supreme. Althe contest savoured of
though
Captain Baetz was especially forwood-chopping
at times, it was nevertunate in this respect scoring five
intensely
exciting from the
theless
points in seven attempts.
spectators'
point
of
view.
The College drew first blood when
shortly after the toss up Imrie
The College sextet showed excelscored on a foul shot. Gait however lent form. They back-checked efsoon retaliated and the fight was on. fectively and played their positions
Baetz then scored on a foul shot well.
Baetz's and Shelley's sharptying the score. Gordon put the Colshooting proved disastrous to their
lege in the lead and this was inopponents, while Eifert and Witzel
creased by Hagey who sank a basmade an almost impregnable deket from centre. Gait made things fence.
more interesting when they scored
twice in succession. Imrie was hurt
Herb Heer and "Flem" Knorr
and he was replaced by Goos. Gait were the spirit of St. John's.
then took the lead but they were
The fact that Herb Heer has been
never more than three points up.
starring
on the Kitchener intermeShortly before the whistle blew for
goes to show that the L. H.
diates
half time Baetz scored on a technical foul and Hagey scored a field L. is fostering hockey of no mean
basket making the score at half calibre.
time 15-14 in favour of the College
Everyone who witnessed the GaitThe second half opened with the
College O. A. B. A. game
Waterloo
College increasing their lead. Hagey,
will
agree that it was a real exBaetz and Gordon scoring in suehibition of basketball The fray becession. However Gait came to life
and with a scintillating attack scored came rather rough at times and
eight points, putting them in the Gait claimed the majority of penallead. Hagey and Baetz soon dim- ties.
inished this, the former scoring a
We have no alibi to offer for the
field basket while Baetz sank two
fouls. In the dying moments of basketball defeat received from the
K-W "V", but possibly Hagey forthe game both teams put forth a desgot to take his rabbit's foot with
perate effort. Brown, a Gait
defense
man went through for two baskets him. When basket and ball refuse
and the game ended 33-2G for Gait. to connect what can be done?

SiaSsr1

'

i

1-1.
In the third period Baetz again
scored, on a pass from Eifert. This
was the last goal to be made. The
teams were very well matched. The
three outstanding players for the
College were Baetz, Eifert and Imrie, although all the players played
fine hockey. The final score was
2-1 in favour of Waterloo College.

Line-Up
Waterloo —Goal, A. Imrie; defence,
G. Witzel, W. Eifert; forwards, H.
Baetz, E. Shelley, A. Shantz; subs,
E Schroeder, W. Hamm, H. Little,
G. Albrecht.
St. John's—Goal, Dahmer;
defence, N. Knapp, H. Heer; forwards,
E. Heer, E. Heimpel, F. Knorr; i
subs, A. Knorr, A. Orth, H. Hartung. I
CHURCH LEAGUE
College Church League basketeers have been excelling in losses
so far.
In their first game they
were defeated by Benton Street Baptists by a score of 19-13. The game j
was very loose. The College was j

wards.

Phone 804

Waterloo

OUR AIM
is

To save and serve you in Men's
Wearing Apparel. Give us your
next order or renew your old
ones.

J. BRUEGEMAN
STOP
at

JOHN'S PLACE
for

Hot Dogs, Confectionery, Ice
Cream, Tobaccos.
Comer Young and King St.
WATERLOO.

MacCallums
For

Fine Athletic Goods

The

j

careless in passing and weak in
shooting.
j
When the Trinity team met Waterloo College the latter showed much
improvement. At first the game looked like a runaway as Trinity was up
eight points before Waterloo scored.
From that time on, however, the
game became more of a contest. At
times Trinity was only leading by
two points. The final score stood
at 23-16.
The College line-up for the Church
League has been: H. Scherbarth, J.
Neff, A. Pauli, A. Shantz, H. Little,
H. Crouse, M. Ide, S. Alberti

82 King St. W.

Kitchener
YOU'RE NEXT!
E. GINGERICH, Waterloo.
Commercial Hotel Barber
Only Soft Water Used

FOR DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
CLOCKS, SILVERWARE
and
HIGH CLASS JEWELLERY
Try

ALF. HELLER

Gait has practically clinched the
group leadership of the C.0.A.8.A.
K-W "V" and Waterloo College are
now tied for the cellar position

Queen St. S.

Walper Block

I

58

taxi

WATERLOO
-jr..

Goodness first, price after-

Continued from Page 1
I ahzed for heavy checking. With only four men left, Shelley made a
lone rush and scored. The period
ended 1-0 in favour of the College.
The second period opened with
Eifert, Baetz, and
Shelley doing
some fine stick-handling. Knapp
flashed again and seemed to be trying to settle some old score with
Eifert. Heer was penalized for
heavy checking.
The Lutherans
seemed to have lost pep without
Heer, but when he came back, he
scored the first goal for St. John's.
The period ended with a score of

baumTn's
■■■■-..

CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS AND HATS,

■

w^^-1

THE
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SEMINARY ALUMNI NEWS
Rev. F. L. Howald S.T.M.
Epiphany—manifestation of Light.
"I am the Light of the world." The
season granted by the U. L. C. to
the Mission Board for their appeal
for the foreign fields. The necessary funds for this very important
work will relieve a serious situation of our church. If a church must,
through lack of funds for the salvation of unsaved souls, retain their
missionaries, close some fields and
in general retard this work of
Christ what can the outcome be?
In view of so many fine church
memorials, renovations,
buildings,
etc., costing five times our foreign

COLLEGE

CORD

College School News
Laury Literary Society
The first annual meeting of the

ll

If you die, can your
*a*»ily live? Consult H
the Dominion Life H

second semester was held on Jan.

21, 1929. It opened in the usual
way with the singing of the College
Song.
As it was the semi-annual
meeting the election of officers was

held.

—

The

following

Representative today H
and assure your M

were nomin-

ated

were,

H. Bacher, W. Hamm, A. Imrie.
debt, while many, yes, A. Imrie being elected.
too many, know nothing of the SaThe nominations for Censor were,
viour and His church. It is prayerR Bean, H. Smith, R. Bean was
fully hoped our church in America elected.
will prove its faith.
The meeting was then adjourned
with the singing of the National
We learn from good authority, Anthem.
that Rev. R. B. Geelhaar, Listowel,
has been appointed to the Board of
Berner —"What is the yellow light
Governors of our Seminary to fill on a traffic signal for?"
the vacancy caused by the resignaImrie —"I'll bite."
tion of the Rev. H. Twietmeyer.
Berner—"For the Scotchman to

ASSURANCE COMPANY. j§
WB>ad
<sin«e WATERLOO, Ontario «S|

missionary

Congratulations to Rev. and Mrs.
H. E. Schildroth, Windsor, —a baby
girl—Evelyn Victoria
One more crosses the river, —Bro.
H. E. Schildroth will go to Bethel
Ev. Luth. church, Detroit, April 1.
This is the oldest congregation of
the U L. C. in that city This move
to such a field is truly a credit to

g|

protection

family's

President, H. Berner; Vice-President, H. Sherbarth —By acclamation.
The nominations for Secretary

start his motor."

On Jan. 28, 1929, the second meeting of the Laury Literary Society of
the new semester was held. The
program consisted of speech—Don
Gordon. —How Basketball is played.
Essay, H. Loth. Recitation, R. Bean.
Reading, H. Bacher.
After the meeting, a short meet-

ing of the Collegian Society was
Waterloo.
held. In this meeting it was decided
From Winnipeg—Trinity Luth. to have the annual skating party on
church, Rev. H. Rembe, Litt. B. S. the following Wednesday, Feb. 6,
A tobogganing party was also sugpastor, celebrated its 40th anniversary December 16, 1928. The con- gested but the majority preferred
gregation is planning interior reno- the former.
vations, a new alter will be placed
and a fine reredos will add to its
ANSWERS TO TWENTY
beauty.
The re-dedication is exQUESTIONS
pected to be on Easter Sunday. We
1. James Watt (1736-1819).
congratulate the pastor and his conis
Your
"Monats-Blatt"
2. Casabianca, Felicia D. Hemons.
gregation.
3. The sinking of the steamship
very interesting.
Titanic.
Everyone
gladly
would
read
4. Thomas Babington Macaulay
"news" from the other two brethern (Baron Macaulay of Rothley).
in the west. Incidently we may add
5. Washington D. C.
that the three pastors of Waterloo
6. Brazil.
Seminary, serving west of the Soo,
7. Desdemona.
are classmates of '16.
8. Table of the Landlord.
9. Thirty pieces of silver
"The Lutheran Herald" parish
10. Mount Everest (29,002 feet) in
paper of Zion Luth. Church at the
the
Himalayan range, in India.
"Soo" has now a new suit. This
The falcon.
11.
child is growing. It has a larger
The ocean, or bottom of the
12.
suit. We are happy to report its
ocean.
growth. Bro. S. Cooper is the faith13.—One who murders a king.
ful pastor. The object of this con14. Church of Jesus Chris t of
gregation for 1929 is 50 new members. In truth its object is in ac- Latter-day Saints.
15. In Armenia.
cord with its spirit and motto.
16. "Be it ever so humble there's
Prayer and consecration are two
factors responsible for such a spirit. no place like home."
17. Countess.
In "Redeemer Tidings", parish
18. Mercury.
paper of Rev. A. G. Zinck's, D. D.
19. Horatius
congregation, Milwaukee, has a very
20. Otto Eduard Leopold yon Bisprofitable item, written by its pas- mark-Schonhausen (1815-1898).
tor on "The Leadership in the Ideal
Congregation." The three factors Deacons and the S. S. Workers, the
emphasized are, The Pastor,
The latter including "every organization."
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THE COLLEGE CORD
Government grants, an annual grant
by the city of London, and students'
fees. The government grant has
been $250,000 annually, the municipal grant from the city of London
$55,000, and students' fees this year
will amount to almost $100,000, while
Kitminor
investments and immediate inAddresses
Prof. J- N. Detweiler
terest returns from the present enchener And Waterloo Councils.
dowment fund will yield approximThe University of Western Ontario ately $15,000. The total ordinary
conducting
is, at the present time,
income thus amounts to about
By its
an endowment campaign.
$420,000 with an estimated expendcharter it has been assigned the iture of $500,000; this leaves a defifourteen Western Counties as the cit of $80,000. The Provincial Govterritory within which it will carry ernment has generously
made a speon its various activities. This dis- cial appropriation of $50,000 for the
trict contains, roughly, one million last two years.

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN
ONTARIO APPEALS TO
CITY COUNCILS

people.
This year, for the first time, the
registration in the University and
its affiliated colleges has gone over
the thousand mark. This is an increase of one hundred per cent in

Furthermore, ninety
eight years.
per cent of the student body is from
Western Ontario. The number of
students registered that carry on
regular work at "Western" from Waterloo county is 105. The instructional work of the University comprises the three faculties of Arts,

Medicine and Public Health. The
first of these is naturally the largest
group since it provides the courses
of study followed by those entering
teaching or business as well as those
seeking entrance to professions.
The Extension Work now carried
on by "Western" is familiar to and
well understood by a large number
of people in Western Ontario. Since
1921 about 200 topical lectures have
been given each year by members
of the Faculty before audiences in
the counties and this year a series
of 27 radio lectures has been arAt the present time there
ranged.
are over 400 people registered in
the adult educational groups organized by the University. These comprise classes in English Literature,
Economics, Public Speaking and

Business Administration.
The Summer School of the University of Western Ontario was established in 1919 and runs for six
weeks, beginning the first week of
July. It offers opportunity to take
the very same work as would be
covered in the same time during the,
many
Further,
winter session.
courses may be taken entirely by
correspondence.
In the Summer
School to be held in 1929 there will
be offered two special courses which
should be of very great help to the
work of the teachers in their schoo 1
—a course in nature study, and in
mental hygiene.
One of the important functions
of a modern University is research.

In the

Departments at
much valuable work has
been and is being accomplished in
connection with fisheries, plant disease, problems arising in Western
Ontario industries, and phenomenal
mining activity in the north.
The income of the University of
Western Ontario is derived chiefly
from three sources, namely; Ontario

Scientific

"Western"

7

Umberjattp of TOestern Ontario
LONDON, CANADA

PUBLIC HEALTH

MEDICINE

ARTS

Waterloo College is affiliated.
(in Nursing),
Courses leading to the degrees of 8.A.,
M.A., M.Sc, LL.B., M.D., D.P.H., Dr.P.H.
General Courses in Arts, with liberal choice of electives in all

years.

General Course in Secretarial Science.
General Course leading to degree of Bachelor of Science in
Nursing (B-Sc.)
Six-year Course in Medicine.
For entrance to the above Courses at least
Pass Junior Matriculation is required.

Complete

FIRST SEMESTER
Continued from Page 1
Latin 20, C; History 45a, B; Philosophy 39, A; Religious Knowledge
39, A: Buehlow, A., English 30, A;
French 20, C; German 1, A; Greek
20, B; Latin 20, B; History 31, B;
Philosophy 30, A; Philosophy 39, A;
Crouse, H., English 20, D; English
21, A; English 30, B; English 34, C;
Greek 10, (probation); Latin, 10, C;
History 31, B; Philosophy 30, B;
Philosophy 39, A.
Sophomore Class
Neff, J., Chemistry 11, B; English
11, A; English 20, B; English 22, A;
Greek 10, C; Latin 20, B; History
25, B; Religious Knowledge 19, A;
Religious Knowledge 29, C; Bossenberry, G., English 20, D; English
21, B; English 22, C; French 20,
B; Latin 10, D; History 20, A; Religious Knowledge 19, A; Goos, F.,
Chemistry 11. D;
English 20, C;
English 30, C; Greek 20, B; Latin
20,
C;
History 25, C: Religious
Knowledge 29, A: Casselman, H.,
Chemistry 11, (probation); English.
20. B: English 21, B: English 22,
B: French 37, C; Greek 10, C; Latin
20. D; History 25. C; Religious
Knowledge 29, A.
Freshman Class
Pauli, A., English 10, B; English
11, A; English 12, A; German 10, A;
Greek 1, B; Latin 10, B; Mathematics 10a, C; Religious Knowledge
19, A; Orientation. P; Little, H.,
Economics 20, B; English 10, B;
English 11, A; English 12, A; German 10, A; Greek 1, A; Latin 20, B;
Philosophy 21, A; Religious Knowledge 19, A; Orientation, P; Herman,
L., English 10, C; English 11, B;
English 12, C: German 1, A; Greek
1, C: Latin 10, C; Mathematics 10a,
C;
Religious Knowledge 19, B;
Orientation, P.
Special Students
Orth, G., English 20, C; English
21, B; German 20, D; Greek 20, D;
Latin 20, D; History 25, C; History
31, B; Philosophy 39, B; Religious
Schroeder, E.,
Knowledge 29. D;
English 20, E; German 20, A; Latin
10, B; History 20, B; History 25,
C; Religious Knowledge 29, (probation); Enns, H., English 10, B;
English 12, C; German 10, A; Greek
10, (probation); Orientation, P.

Honor Courses in Arts leading to Specialist Certificates of the

Ontario.
Honor Course in Business Administration.
Honor Course in Mathematics and Business (for Actuaries),
Chemistry and Business Physics and Business.
Honor Course in Science and Medicine combined.

Department of Education of

For entrance to these four groups of Courses
Pass Junior Matriculation and Honor Matriculation in four subjects are required.
One-year
P. H.)

Course in Public Health for graduates in Medicine

Two-year
(Dr. P. H.)

Course in Public Health for graduates in Medicine

(D.

One-year Course in Public Health for graduate nurses.

Numerous Matriculation and Undergraduate Scholarships.
A wide and interesting programme of physical education and
athletics is provided.

For Regular Course, Summer School and Extramural, and
Extension Department announcements and information, write:
K. P. R. Neville, Ph.D.,
Registrar,
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ANSWERS

STUDENTS SUITS

Continued From Page 1

1. When the air becomes cooled
below the temperature for satura-

Sizes 32

38 in all models and cloths, all shades.
Priced $16.50 to $24.50. Special all wool

tion, vapour condenses around the
particles of dust which float in the
air. If this condensation takes place

in the strata of air immediately
above the surface of the earth, fog
is produced; if in a higher region, a
cloud is formed. The cooling necessary for fog formation is caused by
the chilling effects of cold masses
on the earth's surface; in the upper
region, a cloud is formed when a
stratum of warm moist air is lowered in temperature by its own expansion under reduced pressure.
2. We have all observed that on
a warm day drops of water collect
on the surface of a pitcher containing ice-water. This is because the
air immediately in contact with it
is chilled below the dew-point. In
the deposition of dew a similar action goes on on a large scale. After sunset, especially when the sky
is clear, small bodies at the earth's
surface,
such as blades of grass,
leaves, stones, and the like, cool
more rapidly than the surrounding
air. If the temperature of these falls
below the temperature of saturation,
dew collects on them from the condensation of the vapour in the air
about them. If the dew-point is
helow the freezing-point, the moisture is deposited as frost.
3. Under the influence of gravitation the cloud globules move slowly
towards the earth. If they meet
with conditions favourable to vaporization, they change to vapour again,
hut if they meet with conditions
favourable to condensation, they increase in size, unite, and fall as

rain.
When the condensation in the upper air takes place at a temperature below the freezing-point, the
moisture crystallizes in snow-flakes.
Again at low temperatures vapour
also becomes transformed into pellets of ice and comes down as hail.
The hail-stones usually contain a
core of closely packed snow crystals. The exact conditions under
which they are formed are as yet
not fully understood.
GERMANIA VEREIN
On account of

the hockey match

meeting of the

the
Germania held
on January 31 at seven o'clock was
confined to the election of officers
for the ensuing semester. The elections resulted as follows: —
Honorary President, Dr. H. Schorten.
President, W. Koerber.
Vice-President, H Enns.
Secretary, A. Pauli.
Lutheran Hockey League

Standing

Won Lost Tie Point
0
0
4
0
3
1

Waterloo College 2
3t. Peter's
1
3t. Paul's
0

1

1

1
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n

n
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Discords

to

$24.00
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Filsinger & Henry
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new

Hardly A Professor
Prof—Say, are you professor here

or am I?
Student—Well, I know I am not.
Prof. —Then what are you talking
so foolishly for?
Guide to Herb Kalbfleisch in New
York—That's a skyscraper.
Herb—Oh my, I'd like to see it
work.
Soph to freshman —Eight o'clock,
eight

COAL COKE WOOD
HARVEY GRABER, Proprietor.
Phones

Hey, have you heard the
"Asthma" song.
No, what is it?
"Asthma Weakness Now."

2463

o'clock.
Freshman —Did
a doctor.

you?

Better call

Harry—What makes you twitch
so?
John —I've been to a flea circus,
and I must of run away with the
leading lady.

—

My father says he
Koerber
thought nothing of studying five

A. G. HAEHNEL
REXAL STORE
THE

Drugs and Toilet Articles.
Kodaks and Supplies,
Cigars, Tobaccos and Candies.
WATERLOO

hours a night.
Ab. Herbert—Well, I don't think
much of it either.
Ben—l'm away
latin translation.

behind

in

my

John—Say, kid, you better get on
your Horace.

—

Weir
Regarding this banquet,
when will we have it?
Wally Goos—About supper time, I
suggest.

Casselman—Say, there is a winopen in your room.
dow
checked closely. Foul shots were
given freely but neither team seemCrouse—Which one.
ed to take advantage of these. Both
Casselman—The one your looking
teams missed the basket repeatedly, out of.
with the result that at half time
Ab.—Gee, I'm glad to see you; loan
the
score was 7-6 in favour of the
In An Exceedingly Slow Game The
me
some money. I left mine at
College.
College Basketeers Were Defeated
school.
In the second period the game
By The K-W Y. By The Score Of
George—Here's a nickel, take the
pepped
up somewhat. Gordon scored
26-17.
street car and go get it.
several nice baskets after dribbling
his
way through the entire "V" team.
The K-W V.M.C.A. intermediates
The older generation seems to be
College had the best of the play t'lapper-gasted.
The
were successful in defeating the Waterloo College basketeers in a league during the first half of this period.
game at the"V" Saturday, Jan. 26. However towards the close of the
COLLEGE SKATING PARTY
The loss practically eliminated the game Roberts, Capling and Stauffer
Everything is prepared for the anlocals from a play off position. This were decidedly lucky on a few long
the
with
nual
College Skating- party which
game ended
the
was the second meeting of these shots and
26-17.
The teams —
will be held Wednesday Feb. 6.
two teams and by winning, the"V" V leading
K-W Y.M.C.A.—Capling, Stauffer, Many have shown their intention of
evened the count on the locals, since
coming- by signing on the dotted
they were defeated in their first Shantz, Clark, Roberts.
Waterloo College—lmrie, Hagey, line. After skating, refreshments
performance against the College
Klinck, Baetz,. Gordon, Buehlow, (beans and coffee)
squad.
will be served and
Scherbarth
a programme will enliven the evenThe game was a rather tame afing.
fair with both teams decidedly off
Everybody be there, if la
HOUSE LEAGUE
femme cannot come, bring one bein their shooting. In the second
BASKETBALL
half Stauffer, the"V" defenceman
longing to someone else.
There
are
six teams entered in the
was put off for having four personals.
Since they had but five men House League Basketball. The en"Is this dance
formal, or can I
in uniform the College team showed thusiasm shown in this league is wear my own clothes?
good
sportsmanship
in allowing fairly well evidenced by the names
of the teams which are:—"Knuckle
Stauffer to remain in the game.
For Quality And Perfection
Gordon was the only College play- Dusters", "Never Sweats", "Gordon
Try the Asparagus and PotaUes
er who could find the basket with Dries", "Whizz Bangs",
"Romeos"
Grown By
any degree of certainty. For the and "Peewees". The first game was
"V" Don Roberts and Capling were played Monday and the schedule
A SCHWEITZER&SON
the high scorers.
Bloaminfldafe
Phsne 731 R 12
runs until Mar. 8 when the two leadDuring the first half both teams ing teams will perform the play-off.

LOCAL Y. M. C. A.
DEFEAT COLLEGE

.

